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Rate Regions for Relay Broadcast Channels
Yingbin Liang, Member, IEEE, and Gerhard Kramer, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A partially cooperative relay broadcast channel
(RBC) is a three-node network with one source node and two
destination nodes (destinations 1 and 2) where destination 1 can
act as a relay to assist destination 2. Inner and outer bounds on
the capacity region of the discrete memoryless partially cooperative RBC are obtained. When the relay function is disabled, the
inner bound reduces to an inner bound on the capacity region of
broadcast channels that includes an inner bound of Marton, and
Gel’fand and Pinsker. The outer bound reduces to a new outer
bound on the capacity region of broadcast channels that generalizes an outer bound of Marton to include a common message, and
that generalizes an outer bound of Gel’fand and Pinsker to apply
to general discrete memoryless broadcast channels. The proof
for the outer bound simplifies the proof of Gel’fand and Pinsker
that was based on a recursive approach. Four classes of RBCs
are studied in detail. For the partially cooperative RBC with degraded message sets, inner and outer bounds are obtained. For the
semideterministic partially cooperative RBC and the orthogonal
partially cooperative RBC, the capacity regions are established.
For the parallel partially cooperative RBC with unmatched degraded subchannels, the capacity region is established for the case
of degraded message sets. The capacity is also established when
the source node has only a private message for destination 2, i.e.,
the channel reduces to a parallel relay channel with unmatched
degraded subchannels.
Index Terms—Capacity region, inner bound, outer bound, parallel relay channels, semideterministic channels.

I. INTRODUCTION
ELAY broadcast channels (RBCs) are communication
networks where a source node transmits information to
a number of destination nodes that cooperate by exchanging
information. These channels model “downlink” communication systems that incorporate relaying and user cooperation
to achieve higher throughput. Three RBC models have been
studied recently. In [1], a two-destination partially cooperative
RBC model (see Fig. 1(a)) was studied, where one destination
node (destination 1) acts as a relay [2], [3] and transmits cooperative information to the other destination node (destination
2). It was shown that the capacity region of the original broad-
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Fig. 1. Three relay broadcast channels. (a) Partially cooperative RBC (see also
Fig. 2). (b) Fully cooperative RBC. (c) Dedicated-relay BC.

cast channel (BC) was improved due to relaying and user cooperation. This RBC model was further studied in [4] for the case
of more than two destinations, where bounds on the capacity
region and minimum energy per bit were derived. The fully cooperative RBC (see Fig. 1(b)) is a more general model studied
in [1] where both destinations relay information to each other.
The partially and fully cooperative RBCs were also studied in
[5] for the case where the relay-to-relay (or destination-to-destination) channels are orthogonal to each other and to the broadcast channel. A third RBC model, called the dedicated-relay BC
(see Fig. 1(c)), was studied in [6], [7], and [8, Ch. 7], where an
additional relay node was introduced to the broadcast channel
to assist all destination nodes.
For the partially cooperative RBC, the achievable rate regions
given in [1] are based on the source node using superposition encoding and the relay employing a decode-and-forward scheme.
These encoding schemes were shown to be optimal for certain cases, e.g., for degraded partially cooperative RBCs, physically degraded Gaussian channels, and feedback channels. The
achievable regions given in [4] are based on the source node
using either superposition encoding or binning and the relay
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Fig. 2. Partially cooperative RBC.

using a decode-and-forward scheme. In general, these encoding
schemes are not optimal.
In this paper, we derive improved inner and outer bounds
on the capacity region. For the inner bounds, the source node
uses superposition encoding and binning, and the relay employs
a partial decode-and-forward scheme. Our outer bound is different from the outer bounds given in [1] and is based on a different approach. By choosing the relay channel inputs to be null,
both our inner and outer bounds reduce to new bounds on the
capacity region of broadcast channels. In particular, our inner
bound includes Marton’s inner bound ([9, Theorem 2], and [10,
p. 391, Problem 10(c)]) and Gel’fand and Pinsker’s inner bound
[11, Theorem 1]. Our new outer bound generalizes Marton’s
outer bound [9] to include a common message, and generalizes
Gel’fand and Pinsker’s outer bound [11] to apply to general discrete memoryless broadcast channels. Furthermore, our proof is
different from the proof given in [11] that was based on a recursive approach.
We study four classes of partially cooperative RBCs in detail.
The first channel is the partially cooperative RBC with degraded
message sets, where the source node has a common message for
both destinations and a private message for destination 1. For
this channel, we obtain inner and outer bounds on the capacity
region. We also derive an outer bound that has the same form
as the inner bound. However, the joint distributions for the two
bounds satisfy different Markov chain conditions, and thus prevent us from claiming we have found the capacity region.
The second channel is the semideterministic partially cooperative RBC, where the relay (destination 1) output is a deterministic function of the source and relay inputs. This model is
a generalization of the semideterministic broadcast and relay
channels studied in [11] and [12], respectively. We establish the
capacity region for this channel and illustrate our result via an
example channel, which we call the Blackwell partially cooperative RBC.
The third channel we study is the orthogonal partially cooperative RBC, where the source transmits to destination 1 in one
channel and the source and relay transmit to destination 2 in another orthogonal channel. This model is a generalization of the
relay channel with orthogonal components studied in [13]. For
this channel, we establish the capacity region for both the discrete memoryless and Gaussian cases.
The fourth channel we study is the parallel partially cooperative RBC with unmatched degraded subchannels, which consists of two degraded partially cooperative RBCs as subchannels
from the source node to the two destination nodes. In the first
subchannel, the output of destination 2 is a degraded version of

the output of destination 1, and in the second subchannel, the
output of destination 1 is a degraded version of the output of
destination 2. Our inner and outer bounds on the capacity region
do not match in general for this channel. Three cases are further studied. For the case of degraded message sets, i.e., where
the source has a common message for both destinations and a
private message for destination 1, we establish the capacity region. For case 2, where the source has only a private message
for destination 2, i.e., the channel reduces to the parallel relay
channel with unmatched degraded subchannels, we obtain the
capacity. For case 3, where the source has only private messages
for the destinations, we show that the achievable region is larger
than the Minkowski sum of the capacity regions of the two subchannels. This is in contrast to the capacity of parallel broadcast
channels with unmatched degraded subchannels [14], [15].
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we
describe the partially cooperative RBC model. In Section III,
we present inner and outer bounds on the capacity region of the
partially cooperative RBC that give new bounds on the capacity
region of the broadcast channel. In Sections IV –VII, we present
our results for four classes of channels, namely, the partially cooperative RBC with degraded message sets, the semideterministic partially cooperative RBC, the orthogonal partially cooperative RBC, and the parallel partially cooperative RBC with
unmatched degraded subchannels. Section VIII concludes the
paper. Note that Sections III –VI appeared in the Ph.D. dissertation of the first author [8, Ch.5].
II. CHANNEL MODEL
The partially cooperative RBC consists of a source input
alphabet , a relay input alphabet , and two channel output
alphabets
and . The channel is characterized by the prob, where indicates the source
ability distribution
indicates the relay input of destination 1, and
and
input,
indicate the outputs at destinations 1 and 2, respectively. We
assume that the channel is memoryless, i.e., the present channel
outputs depend on the messages, the previous channel inputs,
and the previous channel outputs only through the present
channel inputs.
Fig. 2 illustrates the channel model. The source has a common
that is decoded by both destinations, and private
message
messages
and
that are decoded by destinations 1 and 2,
respectively. The channel reduces to a broadcast channel [16] if
destination 1 (the relay) does not relay information to destination 2. The channel reduces to the relay channel [2], [3] if the
source has only a private message
intended for destination 2.
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TABLE I
CODEWORDS SENT TO ACHIEVE

As in Fig. 2, we use upper case letters to indicate random variables and lower case letters to indicate realizations of random
variables. Exceptions will be clarified where they appear in the
and
to represent the vectors
paper. We use
and
, respectively.
A communication strategy for channel uses and with rateconsists of the following.
triple
,
.
• Three message sets
,
, and
that are uni• Three independent messages
,
, and
, respectively.
formly distributed over
• An encoder that maps each message triple
to
.
a codeword
• Deterministic relay functions
such that
for
.
• Two decoders: destination ,
, maps
to a pair
.
The probability of error when the message triple
is sent is defined as

R

IN

THEOREM 1

Theorem 1: The following is an achievable region for the
partially cooperative RBC:

(3)

Furthermore, the region
region:

is equivalent to the following

(1)
and the average block probability of error is
(4)
(2)

The rate triple
is said to be achievable if, for
any
, there is a (sufficiently long) code with
. The
capacity region is the closure of the set of all achievable rate
triples.
III. BOUNDS FOR PARTIALLY COOPERATIVE RBCS AND
BROADCAST CHANNELS
We use superposition encoding [16], [17] and binning [9],
[18] at the source node, and the decode-and-forward scheme
. The result is Theorem 1. We
[3] for the common message
then enlarge our achievable region in Theorems 2 and 3. The
resulting regions are based on using the decode-and-forward
and a partial decode-andscheme for the common message
.
forward scheme [3], [12] for the private message

Proof: The proof of the achievability of
is provided in
Appendix I. We outline the coding scheme in the following. We
transmit in blocks that each has length . During each of the
first
blocks, a message tuple

is encoded and sent from the source node, where denotes the
index of the block and
. The average rate
over
blocks approaches
triple
as
. For convenience, we list the codewords that are sent in the first three blocks in Table I.
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At the beginning of block 1, the relay transmits a default
. The source first encodes
into a codecodeword
. Given
,
,
, the source finds a
word
pair
so that
,
,
,
are jointly typical. The source then
and
, which
transmits the codeword
,
,
, and
is a function of
. At the end of block 1, destination 1 (the
and
, and transmits
in block
relay) decodes
2. The source continues to use steps similar to those in block
and
based on its channel
1. Destination 2 decodes
outputs up to the end of blocks 1 and 2.
is obtained from
by applying Fourier–
The region
and
Motzkin elimination (see, e.g., [19]) to eliminate
from the bounds in (3).
We note that the achievable regions
and
are derived
based on the relay employing a decode-and-forward scheme.
One can also derive an achievable rate region based on the relay
using a compress-and-forward scheme as in [3, Sec.VI], but this
is not the focus of this paper.
The following lemma states a property [20] that we use to
in Theorem 2.
enlarge
Lemma 1: If the rate triple
is achievable for the
partially cooperative RBC, then the rate triple
is also achievable, where
,
,
.
and
Theorem 2: The following is an achievable region for the
partially cooperative RBC:

Theorem 3: The following is an achievable region for the
partially cooperative RBC:

(7)

follows from the achievProof: The achievability of
by observing that any rate triple that satisfies the
ability of
also satisfies the bounds in
. In particular, the
bounds in
in
(the first term in the
addition of the first bound on
”) with the last bound on
in
implies the
“
. An alternative proof of the achievability of
last bound in
is given in Appendix III, where
is derived from the re. This alternative proof exploits the geometric structure
gion
.
of
Remark 1: The region
reduces to Marton’s region ([9,
Theorem 2], and [10, p. 391, Problem 10(c)]) and Gel’fand and
Pinsker’s region [11, Theorem 1], for the broadcast channel.
in
, i.e., disable the
This can be seen by setting
relay function for destination 1.
Remark 2: The region
reduces to the achievable rate of a
partial decode-and-forward scheme for the relay channel given
and
, and
in [12]. This can be seen by setting
choosing
and
in (7). The resulting lower bound
is

(5)
(8)
where the maximum is taken over the joint distributions
.
We next provide an outer bound on the capacity region.

Proof: We define
(6)

Theorem 4: The following is an outer bound on the capacity
region of the partially cooperative RBC:

where
,
,
. The region
is obtained by inserting (6) into the bounds (4) and applying
Fourier–Motzkin elimination to eliminate
and
from
those bounds.
Note that for
and
in Theorem 1, the relay decodes and
, i.e., the relay does not
forwards only the common message
. However, in Lemma 1, we convert part of rate
help forward
to
and/or , so the relay now forwards part of
.
includes the following region that will be
The region
useful when we consider the semideterministic partially cooperative RBC in Section V.

(9)
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where the joint distribution
Markov chain

satisfies the

(10)
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in (12) differ from the
Remark 6: The bounds defining
bounds defining the Marton–Gel’fand–Pinsker region in [10, p.
391, Problem 10(c)] and [11, Theorem 1], in that the bound on
in (12) replaces the bound

Proof: See Appendix II.
Remark 3: The region is convex. In fact, the random variable defined at the end of Appendix II can be viewed as a
time-sharing random variable.
Remark 4: The joint distribution
of the
random variables in Theorem 4 does not necessarily satisfy the
Markov chain

that appears in [10, p. 391, Problem 10(c)], and [11,
includes the
Theorem 1]. It is easy to see that
Marton–Gel’fand–Pinsker region (see the proof of Theorem 3).
The following outer bound can be inferred from Theorem 4.
Theorem 6: The following is an outer bound on the capacity
region of the broadcast channel:

(11)
Remark 5: The outer bound is at least as good as cut-set
bounds, and is sometimes tighter for cases where the capacity
region is strictly smaller than the cut-set region (see Sections V
and VI). For example, the outer bound reduces to the capacity
region of the semideterministic partially cooperative RBC (see
Section V) and is strictly tighter than cut-set bounds for this
channel.

(13)

A. New Bounds for Broadcast Channels
The capacity region of the discrete memoryless broadcast
channel is still unknown. Inner and outer bounds have been obtained in, e.g., [9], [16], [20], and, e.g., [9], [11], respectively.
We provide new inner and outer bounds derived from Theorems
2 and 4, respectively.
Theorem 5: The following is an inner bound on the capacity
region of the broadcast channel:

Proof: The first five nontrivial bounds can be obtained
from Theorem 4 by setting
. The last four bounds
can be obtained by switching the roles of destinations 1 and 2.
satisfies the
Note that the joint distribution
Markov chain
(14)

(12)

Proof: The proof follows by setting

in Theorem 2.

Among the inner bounds that have been obtained for the
broadcast channel so far, Marton’s region [9, Theorem 2] is
the largest without a common message. The largest region
with a common message appears both in [10, p. 391, Problem
10(c)], and [11, Theorem 1], and we call this region the
Marton–Gel’fand–Pinsker region. This region can be derived
in Theorem 3 (see Remark 1). Comparing Theorem
from
5 with the Marton–Gel’fand–Pinsker region, we make the
following remark.

One can check this condition by referring to the proof of Theorem 4 given in Appendix II.
Remark 7: The outer bound
reduces to the outer bound
in [9, Theorem 5], for the broadcast channel with only private
message sets. It also reduces to the outer bound in [11] for the
semideterministic broadcast channel with both a common message and two private messages. Note that our proof is simpler
than the proof given in [11] that was based on a recursive approach.
gives the capacity region
Remark 8: The outer bound
for the more capable broadcast channel studied in [21].
Remark 9: Independent of our new outer bound in Theorem
6, which appeared in a conference paper [22], Nair and El Gamal
provided another outer bound for the broadcast channel in [23,
Theorem 2.1]. The bound in Theorem 6 is different from the
bound in [23, Theorem 2.1], and it is not yet clear if one bound
is better than the other.
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Fig. 3. Partially cooperative RBC with degraded message sets.

Fig. 4. Semideterministic partially cooperative RBC.

IV. PARTIALLY COOPERATIVE RBCS WITH DEGRADED
MESSAGE SETS
In this section, we consider the partially cooperative RBC
(see Fig. 3). We
with degraded message sets where
derive the following bounds.
Theorem 7: An inner bound on the capacity region of the
partially cooperative RBC with degraded message sets is

V. SEMIDETERMINISTIC PARTIALLY COOPERATIVE RBCS
In this section, we specialize our theory to semideterministic
partially cooperative RBCs (see Fig. 4).
Definition 1: A partially cooperative RBC is semideterministic if the transition probability distribution
takes on the values or only. The channel is deterministic if
takes on the values or only.
Theorem 8: The capacity region of the semideterministic partially cooperative RBC is

(15)

An outer bound on the capacity region is

(18)
Proof: Achievability follows from Theorem 3 by setting
, redefining
, and using

(16)
Proof: The inner bound follows from Theorem 2 by setting
and choosing
and
. The outer bound
.
follows from Theorem 4 by setting
We note that the outer bound
implies the following outer
as for the last bound in (16)
bound by writing

The

converse

distribution
the Markov chain

follows from Theorem 4 by using
We are left to show that the joint
for the outer bound satisfies
(19)

This condition follows from the proof of Theorem 4 given in
Appendix II.

(17)

Remark 10: The inner bound
in (15) and the outer
bound
in (17) have the same form except that the joint
distribution
satisfies different Markov chains.

Remark 11: Theorem 8 reduces to the capacity region of the
semideterministic broadcast channel given in [11] by setting
.
Remark 12: Theorem 8 reduces to the capacity of the semideterministic relay channel given in [12] by setting
,
,
, and
.
It is now easy to derive the following capacity region from
Theorem 8.
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Corollary 1: The capacity region of the deterministic partially cooperative RBC is

(20)
in TheProof: Achievability follows by setting
orem 8. To prove the converse, consider Theorem 4 and note
that the first two bounds in (20) follow from the first two bounds
. The third bound in (20) folin (9) by using
.
lows from the third bound in (9) by using
We next use the fourth bound in (9) and obtain the fourth bound
in (20)

(21)
.
where the last step follows by using
Finally, we use the fifth bound in (9) and obtain the fifth bound
in (20)

Fig. 5. Blackwell partially cooperative RBC.

from the source to destinations 1 and 2, and is deterministic with
capacity (see Fig. 5). We refer to this channel as the Blackwell
partially cooperative RBC.
. From Corollary 2, we obtain the folSuppose that
lowing bounds:

(24)
where
and
are equalities if and only if
is indepen. It is clear that the input distributions
that
dent of
independent of
.
achieve capacity boundary points have
We parameterize the distribution of as follows:

(25)
where
,
, and
. Inserting (25) into
(24), we obtain the capacity region for the Blackwell partially
cooperative RBC
(22)
Corollary 1 has an especially simple form when

.

Corollary 2: The capacity region of the deterministic partially cooperative RBC with
is

(26)

(23)

.
where
If destination 1 does not relay information for destination 2,
the RBC reduces to the Blackwell broadcast channel. In this
case, the region (26) reduces to (see [25])

Proof: Achievability follows by setting
and
in Corollary 1. The converse follows from cut-set bounds.
We now consider an example channel that we call the Blackwell partially cooperative RBC.
Example 1: Suppose the channel from the source to destinations 1 and 2 is the Blackwell broadcast channel [24], [25] with
the channel depicted in Fig. 5. Suppose further that the channel
from destination 1 to destination 2 is orthogonal to the channel

(27)
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Fig. 6. Capacity region of the Blackwell partially cooperative RBC.

message
theorem.

for destination 2. We have the following capacity

Theorem 9: The capacity region of the orthogonal partially
cooperative RBC is

Fig. 7. Orthogonal partially cooperative RBC.

(29)
We compare the capacity region (26) for different in Fig. 6
(the capacity region of the Blackwell broadcast channel (27) is
). From this figure, it is
given by the dashed curve labeled
clear that relaying improves rates by enlarging the bound on
in (26). The capacity region grows as increases because the
relay is able to transmit more information to destination 2. The
capacity region saturates and does not improve when the value
of is beyond a certain threshold, because the rate at which the
relay can decode limits the performance.
VI. ORTHOGONAL PARTIALLY COOPERATIVE RBCS
In this section, we study the orthogonal partially cooperative
RBC where the relay (destination 1) has the practical constraint
that it must transmit and receive in two orthogonal channels. The
channel model is illustrated in Fig. 7 and is defined as follows.
Definition 2: An orthogonal partially cooperative RBC consists of two source input alphabets
and
, a relay input
, two channel output alphabets
and , and a
alphabet
transition probability distribution

Proof: To prove achievability, consider Theorem 2 and set
,
, and
. We further choose
The first, second, and third bounds in (5) provide the achievable
region, and the other two bounds in (5) are implied by these
three bounds. The converse follows from cut-set bounds.
An alternative proof of achievability is provided in Appendix IV. From this proof, we see that the source does not
apply superposition encoding or binning, and that block Markov
encoding is not necessary. Hence, the code construction and
encoding is much simpler for the orthogonal partially cooperative RBC than for a general partially cooperative RBC.
Remark 13: Theorem 9 reduces to the capacity of the relay
channel with orthogonal components given in [13]. The result is

(28)

(30)
We next consider the Gaussian orthogonal partially cooperative RBC with channel outputs

Note that this model reduces to the relay channel with orthogonal components studied in [13] if the source has only a private

(31)
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Fig. 8. Capacity region of the orthogonal partially cooperative RBC.

Fig. 9. Parallel partially cooperative RBC with unmatched degraded subchannels.

where
and
are independent Gaussian random variables
and
, respectively. The channel input sewith variances
and
are subject to the following
quences
average power constraints:
and

(32)

The capacity region for this channel is as follows.
Corollary 3: The capacity region for the Gaussian orthogonal
partially cooperative RBC is

(33)
where
.
Proof: The proof is a simple extension of Theorem 9 and
is omitted.

In Fig. 8, we plot the capacity region of the orthogonal partially cooperative RBC (boundary with solid lines) for different
of the channel from
values of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
. It can be
the relay to destination 2 for the case where
increases and
seen that the capacity region improves as
saturates when
is beyond a certain threshold as in Fig. 6.
, the orthogonal partially cooperative
We note that if
RBC reduces to the orthogonal broadcast channel.

VII. PARALLEL PARTIALLY COOPERATIVE RBCS WITH
UNMATCHED DEGRADED SUBCHANNELS
In this section, we consider the parallel partially cooperative
RBC with unmatched degraded subchannels. This channel includes two partially cooperative RBCs (subchannels I and II)
with communication links in two channels orthogonal to each
other. Moreover, the output of destination 2 is a degraded version of the output of destination 1 in subchannel I, and the output
of destination 1 is a degraded version of the output of destination 2 in subchannel II. The channel model is illustrated in Fig. 9
and is defined as follows.
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Definition 3: A parallel partially cooperative RBC with unmatched degraded subchannels has a vector source input al, a vector relay input alphabet
, two
phabet
vector output alphabets
and
, and a transition probability distribution

Remark 14: The region
in Theorem 10 reduces to
the capacity region of the product of two unmatched degraded
broadcast channels given in [15].

that satisfies the following two physical degradedness conditions:

In general, the inner and outer bounds given in Theorem 10 do
not match. We next consider three cases of this channel where
the source has different message sets for the two destinations.
, i.e., the source has a common message
Case 1 has
for both destinations and a private message
for destination
1. We obtain the following capacity region for this case.

(34)

Theorem 11: For the parallel partially cooperative RBC with
, the capacity
unmatched degraded subchannels where
region is

Note that the capacity with physically degraded subchannels
(34) can be strictly smaller than the capacity with stochastically degraded subchannels where each subchannel is only required to have the same marginal distributions
and
as a physically degraded subchannel. This is
different from the broadcast channel, where stochastically and
physically degraded channels have the same capacity region if
the two channels have the same marginal distributions.
We also note that the parallel partially cooperative RBC with
unmatched degraded subchannels is not a degraded partially cooperative RBC, although both subchannels are degraded. We obtain the following bounds on the capacity region.
Theorem 10: An achievable region for the parallel partially
cooperative RBC with unmatched degraded subchannels is

(37)

Proof: To prove achievability, we use (15) in Theorem 7
,
,
, and
, and assume
is independent of
. Finally, we replace with . The converse is given
in Appendix V.

with

We now consider case 2, where
and
, i.e.,
for destination 2. The
the source has only a private message
channel in this case reduces to the parallel relay channel with
unmatched degraded subchannels. Note that this relay channel is
not degraded as defined in [3]. We obtain the following capacity
result.
Theorem 12: The capacity of the parallel relay channel with
unmatched degraded subchannels is

(35)
(38)
where the maximum is taken over all joint distributions
Proof: Achievability follows by setting
and
and choosing
,
in (35) in Theorem 10. The
and
in the last two
converse follows by setting
bounds in (36).

An outer bound on the capacity region is

Remark 15: Theorem 12 establishes the capacity for a new
class of relay channels.
(36)

Proof: The inner bound follows by choosing
,
,
,
, and
in Theorem 3, and by assuming that
is independent of
. The outer bound follows from
cut-set bounds and the degradedness conditions (34).

Note that the capacity of the point-to-point parallel channel
if the capacities of the two
with two subchannels is
and , respectively. However, this is not
subchannels are
true for the parallel relay channel. To see this, observe that the
capacities of the two degraded relay subchannels are (see [3])

(39)
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Note that the two subchannels in Corollary 4 are the degraded
RBC with the capacity region given in [1] and the reversely degraded RBC with the capacity region given in [4]. The capacity
regions of the two subchannels are as follows:

Fig. 10. An example of parallel relay channel with unmatched degraded subchannels.

But the sum of

and

(42)
and

in (39) is

(40)
(43)

where the maximum is taken over all joint distributions

Remark 16: The capacity of the parallel relay channel with
two subchannels can be larger than the sum of the capacities of
the two subchannels.
Intuitively, Remark 16 follows because information transmitted over the two subchannels may not be independent as in
the point-to-point parallel channel with two subchannels. As
we show in the following example, information forwarded from
the source to the relay in one subchannel may be forwarded
from the relay to the destination in the other subchannel.
Example 2: Consider the two subchannels shown in Fig. 10
and suppose all channel input and output alphabets are
.
One can check that subchannel I is degraded with capacity
, and subchannel II is reversely degraded with capacity
. However, by (38), the capacity of the parallel relay
that is larger than
. This capacity
channel is
is achieved by having the source node forward 1 bit per channel
use to the relay over subchannel I, and the relay forward 1 bit
per channel use to the destination node over subchannel II.
Finally, consider case 3 where
, i.e., the source has
and
for destinations 1 and 2, respecprivate messages
tively.

The Minkowski sum of the preceding two capacity regions is
given by
where
(44)
From the preceding relay channel example, it is clear that, in
general, we have
(45)
We hence make the following remark.
Remark 17: The achievable region of the parallel partially
cooperative RBC with unmatched degraded subchannels where
can be larger than the Minkowski sum of the capacity
regions of the two subchannels. This is in contrast to the parallel
broadcast channel with unmatched degraded subchannels and
, where the capacity region equals the Minkowski sum
of the capacity regions of the two subchannels [14], [15].
VIII. CONCLUSION

We derived new inner and outer bounds on the capacity region
of the discrete memoryless partially cooperative RBC. The inner
bounds are based on the source using superposition encoding
Corollary 4: For the parallel partially cooperative RBC with and binning, and the relay using decode-and-forward for the
unmatched degraded subchannels where
, an achievable common message and partial decode-and-forward for the priregion is
vate message for destination 2. Our outer bound on the capacity
region uses a more general and simpler approach than the recursive approach of Gel’fand and Pinsker for semideterministic
broadcast channels. Based on our inner and outer bounds, we established the capacity regions for the semideterministic partially
cooperative RBC, the orthogonal partially cooperative RBC,
and the parallel partially cooperative RBC with unmatched de. We also established the ca(41) graded subchannels where
pacity region for the parallel relay channel with unmatched degraded subchannels.
Our inner and outer bounds can be specialized to new
bounds for the broadcast channel. By letting the relay inputs
Proof: The result follows directly from Theorem 10.
be null, our inner bound reduces to a region that includes
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the Marton–Gel’fand–Pinsker inner bound. Our outer bound
reduces to a new capacity outer bound for the broadcast channel
that generalizes Marton’s outer bound to include a common
message, and generalizes Gel’fand and Pinsker’s outer bound
to apply to the general discrete memoryless broadcast channel.
APPENDIX I
PROOF OF ACHIEVABILITY FOR

IN

THEOREM 1

Suppose the source uses superposition encoding and
binning, and destination 1 (the relay) uses decode-and-for. We adopt the regular
ward for the common message
encoding/sliding-window decoding strategy [26] for the decode-and-forward scheme (see [6, Sec. I], for a review of
relaying strategies).
As we outlined in the proof of Theorem 1 in Section III,
blocks that each have length (for convewe transmit in
nience, we use the same notation for the block length as in
Section II even though transmission is here done in smaller
blocks, a message
blocks). During each of the first
is
tuple
encoded and sent from the source node, where denotes the
index of the block and
. The average rate
over
blocks approaches
triple
as
.
We use random codes and fix a joint probability distribution

(46)
denote the strongly jointly -typical
Let
set (see [10, Sec. 1.2]) based on the distribution (46).
Random Codebook Generation: We generate two statistically independent codebooks (codebooks 1 and 2) by following
the steps outlined below twice. These two codebooks will be
used for blocks with odd and even indices, respectively (see the
encoding step).
independent and identically distributed
1. Generate
with distribution
. Index these
(i.i.d.)
codewords as
,
.
, generate
i.i.d.
with distri2. For each
. Index these codewords as
bution
,
.
and
, generate
3. For each
i.i.d.
with distribution

,

5. For each

,
, generate one

, and
with distribution

Denote
by
.
Encoding: We encode messages using codebooks 1 and 2,
respectively, for blocks with odd and even indices. This is done
because some of the decoding steps are performed jointly over
two adjacent blocks, and having independent codebooks makes
the error events corresponding to these blocks independent. The
probabilities of these error events are thus easy to evaluate.
be
At the beginning of block , let
the new message triple to be sent in block , and
be the message triple sent in block
. The source encoder first tries to find a pair
such that

One can show that such a pair exists with high probability for
sufficiently large if (see [18])
(47)
The source then sends
.
At the beginning of block , destination 1 (the relay) has decoded the message
and transmits
. We list
the codewords that are sent in the first three blocks in Table I in
Section III for an illustration.
Decoding: The decoding procedures at the end of block
are as follows:
and declares the message pair
1. Destination 1 knows
is sent if there is a unique triple
such that

where
indicates the output sequence at destination 1
in block . One can show that the decoding error in this step
is small for sufficiently large if

(48)
2. Destination
Index these codewords as
, and
.
and
4. For each
i.i.d.
with distribution

Index these codewords as
and
.

,
, generate

2

ceived in block
message pair
tuple

,
and

and
decodes
knows
based on the information reand block . It declares that the
is sent if there is a unique
such that
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One can show that the decoding error in this step is small
for sufficiently large if
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:

We can similarly derive the following upper bound on

(49)
is achievable.

Combining (47)–(49), we find that

APPENDIX II
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Consider a code with length and average block error probability . The probability distribution on the joint ensemble
space
is given by

(56)
follows because conditioning does not increase enwhere
tropy. We now bound the sum rate

(50)
is the indicator function that is if its argument is
where
true, and is otherwise.
By Fano’s inequality [27, Sec. 2.11], we have

(51)
where

,

if

. Similarly, we have

(57)
where
follows because
is a function of
follows from the Markov chain

, and

(52)
We define the following auxiliary random variables:

We first bound the common rate

We next derive an upper bound on the sum rate

for

(53)

for

(54)

:

(58)

(55)
follows from Fano’s inequality in (51),
follows
where
is a function of
,
follows because conbecause
ditioning does not increase entropy, and
follows from the
definition of given in (53).

where
follows because conditioning does not increase enfollows from the definitions of
and
given
tropy, and
in (53) and (54), respectively. We also have the following upper
:
bound on the sum rate
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(59)
where

follows from the Markov chain
(61)

We now introduce the following lemmas that will be useful
.
for bounding the sum rate

follows from the chain rule and because
where
,
follows from the Markov chain
function of

is a

Lemma 2:
and
follows because conditioning does not increase entropy.
For the sum of the second and third terms in (60), we obtain the
following bound:

Proof: See [28, Lemma 7].
Lemma 3:

where
.
Proof: By direct calculation.
Define

. We obtain the following bound on
:

(60)
where
follows because
,
, and
are independent.
For the first term in (60), we obtain the following bound:

(62)
follows from the chain rule,
follows from Lemwhere
follows from the chain rule and the fact that
is
ma 2,
,
follows from Lemma 2, and
fola function of
lows from the definitions of
and
given in (53) and (54),
respectively.
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We substitute the bounds (61) and (62) into (60) and obtain
(63)
follows because conditioning does not increase
where
entropy.
as shown in (64)
We can also bound the sum rate
at the bottom of the page, where
follows from Lemma 3,
follows from the chain rule,
follows because conditioning
,
does not increase entropy, because
is a function of
,
follows from the
and because
Markov chain
, and
follows because confrom the definitions of and , and
ditioning does not increase entropy.
:
Finally, consider the following bound on

(65)

(64)
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R.

where
follows because
is a function of
follows from the Markov chain

, and
(66)

Note that the random variables
not satisfy the Markov chain

,

,

,

,

,

do
(67)

affects the fuThis is because at time , the current output
, which affect the future outputs
ture relay inputs
that are contained in random variables
and . Hence,
can be correlated with
and
even conditioned on the curand . However, the Markov chain
rent inputs
is satisfied.
We now reduce the upper bounds to a single-letter characterization. We introduce a random variable that is independent
,
,
,
,
,
,
, and is uniformly distributed
of
. Define
,
,
over
,
,
, and
. By using these definitions, the bounds (55)–(59) and (63)–(65) can be transformed
into the single-letter bounds in Theorem 4 by following standard
steps (e.g., [3, Sec. III]).
APPENDIX III
PROOF OF ACHIEVABILITY AND GEOMETRIC ILLUSTRATION
IN THEOREM 3
FOR
Although the achievability of
can be directly seen from
in Theorem 2, it is instructive to derive
the achievability of
from
in Theorem 1 by exploring the geometric struc. In the following, we assume that
ture of
. The case where
can
be proved in a similar way as outlined below.
in Theorem 3 can have five possible structures
The region
(see Fig. 11) depending on how the bounds on the rates ,
,
, and
compare with each other. We
will show that the region corresponding to case 5 is achievable,
,
,
, and
where all four of the bounds on
are needed for some rate points. The achievability
of the regions for the other cases is either easy (binning is not
necessary) or can be similarly proved.

Fig. 12. Case 5 of the region

R.

We plot
corresponding to case 5 in more detail in Fig. 12.
To prove this region is achievable, it suffices to show that the
two corner points, A and B, are achievable. The rate triples in
the rest of the region can then be achieved either by time-sharing
to
or
according to Lemma 1.
or by converting part of
The rate triple for corner point A is given by

(68)
It is easy to check that this point is in
in Theorem 1 by
choosing
and
. Hence, the corner
point A is achievable.
The rate triple for corner point B is given by

(69)
One can also check that the following rate triple is in
and
:
choosing

by

(70)
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TABLE II
CODEWORDS SENT TO ACHIEVE C

But the rate triple in (69) can be expressed in terms of (70) as

IN

THEOREM 9

One can show that the decoding error in this step is small
for sufficiently large if
(72)

where
. Hence, the corner point
B is achievable by Lemma 1 in Section III.

2. Destination

2

declares that the message pair
is sent if there is a unique pair
such that

APPENDIX IV
PROOF OF ACHIEVABILITY FOR THEOREM 9
Suppose destination 1 (the relay) uses the decode-and-for. We transmit in blocks
ward scheme by forwarding only
that each has length (we again use the same notation for
blocks,
the block length as in Section II). For the first
is encoded
a message pair
into a codeword
and sent through the source-to-relay
denotes the index of the block and
channel, where
. For the blocks indexed by
,
is
a message pair
and sent through the channel
encoded into a codeword
from the source and relay to destination 2. The average rate
over
blocks approaches
triple
as
.
We use random codes and fix a probability distribution

One can show that the decoding error in this step is small
for sufficiently large if

(73)
Combining (72) and (73), we find that the following region is
achievable:

(74)

(71)
Random Codebook Generation:
1. Generate
i.i.d.
with distribution
.
,
.
Index these codewords as
2. For each
, generate
i.i.d.
with dis. Index these codewords as
tribution
,
, and
.
, generate
i.i.d.
with distribu3. For each
tion
. Index these codewords as
,
.
Encoding: At the beginning of block , the source sends
and
. The relay
(destination 1) has decoded
transmitted in the previous
. For conveblock. It then sends the codeword
nience, we list the codewords that are sent in the first three
blocks in Table II.
Decoding: The decoding procedures at the end of block
are as follows.
and declares the message pair
1. Destination 1 knows

We next show that the achievability of
in Theorem 9. Suppose that
achievability of

implies the

if
then
triple is hence achievable. If
. Note that
(29). Consider

and this rate
, let
from
(75)

so that
, and

. We let
,
. We obtain the following bounds on
based on the bounds on
:

is sent if there is a unique pair
such that

(76)
Hence, we have
. According to Lemma 1,
is also
the rate tuple
achievable. This concludes our proof.
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APPENDIX V
PROOF OF CONVERSE FOR THEOREM 11

We now bound the sum rate

Consider a code with length and average block error probability . The probability distribution on the joint ensemble
space
is given by

(77)
and
Note that the channels
satisfy the degradedness conditions
in (34). For convenience, we repeat these conditions here

(78)
We define the following auxiliary random variables:
for

(82)
(79)

Note that

satisfies the following Markov chain:

for

where
follows from the chain rule and because
is a function of
,
follows because conditioning
follows from the following
does not increase entropy, and
Markov chains:

(80)

We first bound the common rate

(83)
We can also derive the following upper bound on the sum rate
:

(81)
where
follows from Fano’s inequality,
follows befollows
cause conditioning does not increase entropy,
from the definition of
in (79) and from the Markov chains
.

(84)
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where
follows from the chain rule and because
is a deterministic function of
, and
follows
because of the degradedness conditions given in (78). The first
term in the sum in (84) can be bounded as

(85)
where

follows from the Markov chain condition
. The third term in the sum in (84) can be
bounded as

(86)
The sum of the second and fourth terms in the sum in (84) can
be bounded as

(87)
where

follows from the Markov chain
(88)

Substituting (85)–(87) into (84), we obtain

(89)
Finally, we note that all the terms in the bounds
(81), (82), and (89) are determined either by the distribution
or by the distribution
. Hence there is no loss of generality to consider only joint distributions of the form
for
.
The converse for Theorem 11 now follows by using standard
arguments (see the end of Appendix II and, e.g., [27, p. 402]).
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